Cognitive intelligence-driven learning disability education intervention for practical knowledge development of rural left-behind children
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Abstract: The paper analyses the research status of children's learning disability education interventions, constructs a knowledge service framework for learning disability education interventions for rural left-behind children driven by cognitive intelligence, discusses the ideas and cases of practical knowledge development of learning disability education interventions for rural left-behind children driven by cognitive intelligence, and establishes a scientific knowledge service model. The practical knowledge development case of the learning disability education intervention for rural left-behind children takes the marine education game intervention as a case, and provides new opportunities for rural left-behind children's learning disability education interventions.
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence and special education are gradually integrating, and the use of artificial intelligence technology to solve the problem of learning disabilities has been further developed and breakthroughs. The development of artificial intelligence has gone through three stages: computational intelligence, perceptual intelligence, and cognitive intelligence. Cognitive intelligence draws inspiration from cognitive psychology, brain science, and human social history, combines cross-field knowledge graph, causal reasoning, continuous learning, and other technologies to establish an effective mechanism for stable acquisition and expression of knowledge, achieve key breakthroughs from perceptual intelligence to cognitive intelligence, and provide new opportunities for rural left-behind children to intervene in learning disability education.

2. Research status of educational interventions for children with learning disabilities

At present, scholars at home and abroad have conducted research on the family resources and learning motivation of children with learning disabilities, and the attention, behavior, and sociality of children with learning disabilities have become research objects [1]. According to the DECA-P2 scale of the Psychological Resilience Assessment Tool for Children's Learning Behavior, children with learning disabilities were evaluated, and their learning initiative, learning self-regulation, and learning behavior adjustment ability were significantly different, which hid the disadvantages of learning ability development [2]. Early researchers' research on children's learning disabilities mainly focused on their cognitive processes, and research on educational interventions for children's learning disabilities focused on the psychoanalytic and psychological characteristics of children's learning disabilities [3]. Subsequent research, which was conducted only in terms of cognitive ability and learning skills, did not adequately illustrate the root causes of children with learning disabilities [4]. Therefore, instead, some other factors related to learning disabilities were studied in an attempt to find a breakthrough in the problem.
In recent years, educational interventions have continuously integrated the research results of behaviorism and cognitive psychology, and different aspects of educational intervention techniques have been developed in the research of cognitive-behavioral interventions, including psychological counseling and counseling for learning disabilities academic interventions, perceptual interventions, and mediated interventions for parents and teachers[5]. With the deepening of research in this field, the relationship between the self-awareness development, achievement attribution mode, behavior pattern, and behavior pattern of learning disabilities and their social characteristics will continue to develop and deepen in future educational intervention research from the perspective of social cognition [6].

3. Knowledge service for education interventions for left-behind children with learning disabilities in rural areas driven by cognitive intelligence

With the rapid expansion of information technology development and social needs, knowledge services have become an emerging hot issue in social research. Knowledge services are personalized, specialized, and diversified information services developed based on traditional information services. Traditional information services emphasize the integration of information processing, focusing on providing information products and information-sharing services. Knowledge service originates from information service, which is the in-depth development and high-quality application of information service resources. Information services depend on the quantity of information development and are based on the construction of information service resources; while knowledge services mainly depend on the depth and quality of information services and knowledge applications, and are people as the core to promote the flow and transformation of knowledge.

Educational intervention knowledge service objectives to help users solve educational intervention-related problems. Its nature is the educational intervention information service process. The most important feature is for educational intervention knowledge resources and problem-solving services. The knowledge service framework of an educational intervention for rural left-behind children with learning disabilities constructs three modules of educational intervention data, educational intervention information and educational intervention knowledge, extracts and excavates the educational intervention data described by data, condenses the discipline information with time law, spatial law, correlation relationship, and meaningful subject information, and structures and correlates the educational intervention information, creates marine knowledge with causal mechanism, trend characteristics and systematic understanding, and provides knowledge perception, knowledge understanding and knowledge awareness for rural left-behind children in knowledge services.

4. Practical knowledge development ideas of learning disability education interventions for rural left-behind children driven by cognitive intelligence

There are multiple subjects of education intervention knowledge services, and this paper selects school-age children with learning disabilities as the knowledge service objects. Learning disability is a hidden disorder that refers to a set of heterogeneous disorders that show difficulties in obtaining and using listening, speaking, reading, writing, reasoning, and computing skills, and there are obvious differences between the learning initiative, learning self-regulation, and learning behavior regulation ability of school-age children with learning disabilities and children of the same age. Popular science education provides scientific popularization education for school-age children, which is a kind of public welfare education, which has a fundamental, leading, and overall role. Due to historical and practical reasons, special education has always been relatively weak in the popular science education system, and a variety of problems and contradictions are prominent, which is not conducive to the construction of a fair society and a harmonious society in China.

At present, interdisciplinary research is an important research direction, and this paper combines special education and information technology-related applied research to provide effective knowledge services for school-age children with learning disabilities. The main ideas of knowledge services are: to define the knowledge service of an education intervention for school-age children with learning disabilities from the perspective of artificial intelligence, to explore the knowledge service of new artificial intelligence technology and learning disability education intervention for school-age children, and then to divide the knowledge service dimension of new technology and school-age children's learning disabilities based on the process perspective, to construct the knowledge service model of new technologies and school-age children's learning disabilities from the perspective of artificial intelligence, and to establish a scientific knowledge service model.
The educational intervention knowledge service model uses mathematical symbols and computer language to establish structural equations for the elements of the learning disability knowledge service system for school-age children, simulates the dynamic development process, verifies its effectiveness, establishes a scientific evaluation model, continuously tracks records, and evaluates the quality of sample data. Starting from the knowledge base of the knowledge service for school-age children with learning disabilities, the improvement of practical knowledge is grafted into the knowledge service system for school-age children with learning disabilities under artificial intelligence, to solve the difficulties and obstacles that arise in the process of learning disabilities acquiring relevant abilities in specific knowledge areas, and then improve their learning ability.

5. A case of practical knowledge development of educational interventions for left-behind children with learning disabilities in rural areas driven by cognitive intelligence

The practical knowledge development case of the learning disability education intervention for rural left-behind children takes the marine education game intervention as a case, and the selected content of the game needs to be consistent with the learning initiative, learning self-regulation, learning behavior problems, and learning behavior regulation in the DECA-P2 scale. The game explores and adventures the ocean world with engaging narrative elements, visualizing the marine environment through augmented reality. The gameplay of the game is highly free, children can see a variety of marine life in the marine system, etc., free to watch, in their way to observe, listen to and perceive the ocean, feel the sound of water currents, and marine life. Kids unlock all the elements related to marine ecology by completing quests, and then use those elements to build a unique marine ecosystem on their own. In the ocean education game, children play the protagonist of the game and can create their marine world according to their imagination. The game situational training system is carefully explored with narrative-driven, adjusting the training scene and difficulty in the intervention tutorial, edutainment, and more efficient intervention.

Marine education intervention games use VR technology to imitate the marine scene, the 3D modeling system is realistic, the use of machine learning algorithms to fictionalize the seabed environment, and the game screen is beautiful. Marine education intervention games overcome the limitations of natural conditions such as resources, time, and manpower, link the imagination space of the game with the practical experience of the real world, expand the understanding of the marine world by rural left-behind children, and increase the learning and cognitive experience of rural left-behind children.

In practice, the marine education intervention game has shown positive effects on the learning behavior and psychological resilience adjustment tasks of rural left-behind children. Play intervention can effectively enhance the development of psychological resilience of rural left-behind children, and improve the social emotions and learning behavior problems of rural left-behind children. Effective marine educational game interventions should include the following step. The marine education intervention game is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The marine education intervention game](image)

The world of ocean education games is free and happy, without a sense of rigidity and tension oppression. Play stimulates the interest and motivation of rural left-behind children and strives to...
master the knowledge and skills required for play. In the game activities, we encourage our team members to cooperate, compete and evaluate each other. Games create good spaces, resources, and atmospheres for rural left-behind children to discover their personal needs and points of interest. The sense of interest of left-behind children in rural areas is undoubtedly important at the outset of educational interventions. The education intervention game design interface is shown in Figure 2.

Feedback mechanisms in games are critical to developing rural left-behind children's abilities, as they inform children if they are moving towards a goal, and many factors may promote or hinder children's perceptual abilities, including task difficulty and game usability (such as user interface and navigation features). In a play environment, children need to believe that they are approaching the expected outcome of the game. While there is some uncertainty about the outcome of the game, the challenges children face should match the skills they develop so that they can experience achievable challenges. The education intervention game design rendering is shown in Figure 3.

Use the principles of the game, and even the game itself as a tool, let the children substitute for the role, fully experience the feelings of the protagonist, to strengthen learning, improve the children's motivation and participation. Putting children at the heart of their learning process, emphasizing the core messages in the game story, and effectively designing game features (interaction, decision-making, fun, challenges, competition, etc.) can stimulate more interest in the participants and thus facilitate the learning process. Play-based mechanics, aesthetics, and playful thinking engage people, inspire action, promote learning and problem-solving, and in addition to improving motivation, games are designed to support skills that encourage critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, and communication, transforming children's thinking and attitudes.
6. Conclusions

Artificial intelligence and special education are gradually integrating, and the use of artificial intelligence technology to solve the problem of learning disabilities has been further developed and breakthroughs. The practical knowledge development of the learning disability education intervention for rural left-behind children emphasizes the learner's understanding and criticism of knowledge, and the connection and transfer of new and old knowledge. The data show that learners who perform deep learning have higher levels of learning motivation, academic commitment, self-efficacy, collaboration, and complex problem solving than learners who receive general instruction. Therefore, the knowledge space of educational intervention promotes learners to carry out deep learning and improves the efficiency of deep learning for learners.

The practical knowledge development case of the learning disability education intervention for rural left-behind children takes the marine education game intervention as a case, and provides new opportunities for rural left-behind children's learning disability education interventions. Rural left-behind children's learning disability education intervention practical knowledge development curriculum into the concept of game education, in doing middle school, play middle school, its curriculum design gives learners more freedom, help to cultivate learners' independent learning ability; in the educational intervention knowledge space, learners can independently search for information knowledge, organize, analyze and reorganize, integrate independent learning into the process of solving problems, carry out effective knowledge application and innovative services, and stimulate innovative thinking in the process of independent learning. Educational intervention knowledge space integrates all kinds of high-quality curriculum education resources for teaching and learning activities, and its resource architecture is reasonable, the resource navigation is clear, the resource search engine is intelligent, and it is supplemented by data mining, adaptability, scalability, and personalized knowledge recommendation and other technologies, acquiring resources more efficient and convenient.
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